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3.18.2020 

To:  

Mr. Benjamin Netanyahu, Prime Minister 

Mr. Moshe Kahlon, Minister of Finance 

Rabbi Rafi Peretz, Minister of Education 

Mr. Ofir Akunis, Minister of Labor, Social Affairs and Social Services 

Rabbi Yaakov Litzman, Minister of Health 

 

Greetings, 

Civil society (known also as the Third Sector) organizations are a significant social and economic force in 
Israel, employing about 14% of Israeli workers, routinely employ about half a million volunteers, and 
account for about 6% of Israel’s GDP! 
 
The Third Sector is fully enlisted to support the Coronavirus crisis because it is the national mission now. 
Nevertheless, the Israeli government has completely ignored in its handling of the current crisis civil 

society organizations. 

The government consulted with employers' organizations, the Histadrut and others - but did not hold 
any consultations and did not provide any solutions to an entire sector - the third sector. 
 
We are raising a "red flag" and warn the government of Israel that in the face of this conduct, civil 
society organizations are facing a collapse whose implications we will all feel very soon.   When the 
government will want to implement its decisions "on the ground" with the support of field organizations 
- civil society organizations will no longer be there to do so!! 
 
Already the government Ministries and various officials are turning to civil society organizations to 

harness them for the unique needs of this emergency. Needless to say, organizations are already 

working on this level, and more and more initiatives are under way to help citizens who are in isolation, 

especially the elderly, by providing access to information to the various populations and more. 

We demand: 

1. Immediate establishment of a joint task force of government and civil society representatives to 

address the impact of the current crisis and the necessary steps for civil society organizations. 

2. To regularly involve civil society representatives in all discussions and decisions that are held 

with the other sectors. It will be mandatory to consult with civil society representatives on all 

issues relevant to civil society in Israel. 

3. To find, with no delay, a solution to the issue of funding for civil society organization activities 

(purchasing and support), including: 



a. Easing of conditions of support and contractual engagements in recognition of activities 

appropriate for the current situation. 

b. Organizations that continue to employ their workers in this period will be entitled to 

benefits, including the cancelation of employment taxes. 

c. Immediate distribution of 2018-2019 government budgets that have not yet been paid.  

d. Advance payment of government funds on the basis of 2019 allocations. 

e. Tender contracts that are about to be expired will be extended for a further six months. 

f. Enable emergency engagements for organizations giving services without tender. 

g. Matching the conditions that were given to the private sector in relevant fields: delay of 

national insurance and city tax payments (Arnona), facilitating government loans and 

enhancement of credit line options 

h. Enable obtaining support from a loan fund for the small and medium businesses with 

state guarantee and in a fast and non-bureaucratic manner. 

 

4. Other matters requiring immediate care shall be brought before the joint task force referred to 

in Article 1 immediately after its establishment. 

Unfortunately, a significant number of civil society organizations may cease their work, for a limited time 

or for good, and the damage caused to Israeli society will be irreversible. 

We hope you will receive this request and together we will advance civil society in Israel. 

Sincerely,  

 

Ophir Katz, Adv  

Chair of Manhigut Ezrahit  

 

Lior Finkel-Pearl,                                                  

Manhigut Ezrahit CEO 






